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The Inkheart Trilogy 2020-11-10 the stunning inkheart trilogy is complete and
available in this e bindup from internationally acclaimed storyteller cornelia funke
this bestselling magical epic is getting new covers in anticipation of the long
awaited fourth book in the series one cruel night meggie s father reads aloud from
a book called inkheart and an evil ruler escapes the boundaries of fiction and lands
in their living room suddenly meggie is smack in the middle of the kind of
adventure she has only read about in books meggie must learn to harness the
magic that has conjured this nightmare for only she can change the course of the
story that has changed her life forever this is inkheart a timeless tale about books
about imagination about life dare to read it aloud
Inkdeath (Inkheart Trilogy, Book 3) 2011-10-01 the masterful conclusion to the
epic award winning nyt bestselling inkheart trilogy by internationally acclaimed
author cornelia funke the adderhead his immortality bound in a book by meggie s
father mo has ordered his henchmen to plunder the villages the peasants only
defense is a band of outlaws led by the bluejay mo s fictitious double whose
identity he has reluctantly adopted but the book of immortality is unraveling and
the adderhead again fears the white women of death to bring the renegade bluejay
back to repair the book the adderhead kidnaps all the children in the kingdom
dooming them to slavery in his silver mines unless mo surrenders first dustfinger
now mo can anyone save this cursed story
Inkspell 2011-11-03 although a year has passed not a day goes by without meggie
thinking of the extraordinary events of inkheart and the story whose characters
strode out of the pages and changed her life forever but for dustfinger the fire
eater torn from his world of words the need to return has become desperate when
he finds a crooked storyteller with the magical ability to read him back he sets in
motion a dangerous reversal that sees the characters of inkheart transported to a
charmed inkworld about to be fought over by rival rebels and princes but can
meggie farid and fenoglio write the wrongs of a charmed world about to be fought
over by rival princes and rebels
The Thief Lord 2011-10-01 the enchanting international bestseller with bonus
back matter and a beautiful new cover two orphaned brothers prosper and bo have
run away to venice where crumbling canals and misty alleyways shelter a secret
community of street urchins leader of this motley crew of lost children is a clever
charming boy with a dark history of his own he calls himself the thief lord propser
and bo relish their new family and life of petty crime but their cruel aunt and a
bumbling detective are on their trail and posing an even greater threat to the boys
freedom is something from a forgotten past a beautiful magical treasure with the
power to spin time itself
The Griffin's Feather 2019-09-03 uncorrected proof not for sale cover
The Aurelia Curse (Dragon Rider #3) 2022-06-07 dragons myth and magic
unite in the third installment of cornelia funke s bestselling dragon rider series ben
and the greenblooms must protect a mythical new creature rising from the ocean a
creature who can bring either light or darkness to whoever it first meets a new
peril has emerged in the world of fabulous creatures one that could cause the
disappearance of their kind luckily all of our favorite characters are back ben and
firedrake his wonderful dragon friend plucky guinevere and the greenbloom family
sorrel the irrepressible brownie the miniature man twigleg and a host of new
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fabulous animals and sturdy helpers but the threat is real and qucikly encroaching
a villian from the family s past is seeking revenge and all the while the mysterious
aurelia the most fabulous and powerful creature of all moves across oceans to its
final destination introducing a new underwater world to enjoy
Seven-day Magic 1999 a seven day book of magic proves to be trouble for five
children who must learn the book s rules and tame its magic
Dragon Rider 2011-10-01 the blockbuster 1 new york times bestselling modern
classic now with a brand new cover in anticipation of book two in the series with a
lonely boy named ben on board the brave young dragon firedrake sets out on a
magical journey to find the mythical place where silver dragons can live in peace
forever flying over moonlit lands and sparkling seas they encounter fantastic
creatures summon up surprising courage and cross the path of a ruthless villain
with an ancient grudge who s determined to end their quest only a secret destiny
can save the dragons in this enchanting adventure about the true meaning of home
Reckless III 2016-11-03 first publication of the third book in cornelia funke s
internationally bestselling reckless series the worlds on either side of the mirror
are about to collide and there s nothing jacob can do to stop them after a perilous
encounter with an alder elf an immortal trickturning creature to whom he owes a
great debt jacob must journey back into the enchanted mirrorworld once again
together with fox his beautiful shapeshifting friend jacob has no choice but to
follow his brother on the trail of the dark fairy who has fled deep into the east to a
land of folklore cossacks spies time eating witches and flying carpets but what
exactly is the dark one running from could it be the same danger that threatens
jacob and fox the third book in the series the golden yarn is a thrilling tale of
courage and fear jealousy and forbidden desire in which love has the power both to
save a life and to destroy it cornelia funke is the highly acclaimed award winning
and bestselling author of the inkheart trilogy dragon rider the thief lord and
numerous other children s novels and picture books born in 1958 in the german
town of dorsten she worked as a social worker for a few years before turning first
to illustration and then to writing her books have now sold more than 20 million
copies worldwide and have been translated into 37 languages
The Great Good Thing 2001 nothing ever changes inside the storybook kingdom
inhabited by twelve year old princess sylvie her parents and many other characters
until sylvie discovers that by allying herself with the reader she can experience
new adventures beyond the confines of the book
Inkheart (Inkheart Trilogy, Book 1) 2011-10-01 from internationally acclaimed
storyteller cornelia funke this bestselling magical epic is now out in paperback one
cruel night meggie s father reads aloud from a book called inkheart and an evil
ruler escapes the boundaries of fiction and lands in their living room suddenly
meggie is smack in the middle of the kind of adventure she has only read about in
books meggie must learn to harness the magic that has conjured this nightmare for
only she can change the course of the story that has changed her life forever this is
inkheart a timeless tale about books about imagination about life dare to read it
aloud
Reckless IV: The Silver Tracks 2021-11-16 the thrilling fourth instalment in
cornelia funke s internationally bestselling reckless series the fourth adventure
through the mirror leads to the far east where jacob and fox finally track down will
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who is travelling with rival hunter nerron in spite of his misgivings jacob agrees to
go with them to the island of the foxes in quest of another magical mirror but their
search quickly leads them into more peril and as jacob seeks security for himself
and fox he is reminded of a disturbing promise he once made that now threatens
everything full of fairy tales and legends old friends and new enemies the silver
tracks is the long awaited fourth volume in the thrilling reckless series
Igraine the Brave 2011-10-01 the new york times bestselling author of inkheart
and dragon rider delivers an inventive re imagining of the knight in shining armor
story publishers weekly starred review igraine dreams of becoming a famous
knight just like her great grandfather but the truth is life at the family castle is
rather boring until the nephew of the baroness next door shows up he s got a
dastardly plan to capture the castle and claim as his own the wonderful singing
spell books that belong to igraine s magician parents to make matters worse at the
very moment of the siege her mom and dad botch a spell turning themselves into
pigs aided by a gentle giant and a sorrowful knight it s up to igraine to be brave
and save the day and the books illustrated with pen and ink sketches of igraine in
action plus many tiny tomes sporting stubby limbs and animated faces this
engaging read or read aloud is joust the ticket for all young fans of non gender
specific knightly valor kirkus reviews
Inkdeath - Book 3 - Inkheart Trilogy 2008 the adderhead his immortality bound
in a book by meggie s father mo has ordered his henchmen to plunder the villages
the peasants only defense is a band of outlaws led by the bluejay mo s fictitious
double whose identity he has reluctantly adopted but the book of immortality is
unraveling and the adderhead again fears the white women of death to bring the
renegade bluejay back to repair the book the adderhead kidnaps all the children in
the kingdom dooming them to slavery in his silver mines unless mo surrends first
dustfinger now mo can anyone save this cursed story
The Land of Ingary Trilogy (includes Howl’s Moving Castle) 2014-08-16
discover the the land of ingary where magic and adventure awaits howl s moving
castle is the first book in this spellbinding trilogy from the godmother of fantasy
diana wynne jones
When Santa Fell to Earth 2011-10-01 a crash landing puts christmas in peril in
this quirky funny and heartwarming holiday classic from the new york times
bestselling author of inkheart scared by a storm twinklestar the least reliable
reindeer bolts causing santa and his sleigh to crash land and though santa has
dropped into a friendly neighborhood he s not safe jeremiah goblynch the ruthless
new leader of the council of yuleland is determined to put an end to children s
wishes and turn the holiday season into his own personal moneymaking scheme as
the last real st nick around only santa stands between goblynch and his grinchlike
plan with the help and hope of kids charlotte and ben santa must face goblynch
and his nutcracker goons to save christmas wonderfully imaginative details
adventure danger and a brave young santa who fights to preserve all that is
magical and special about christmas make this a perfect read over a mug of hot
chocolate on a cold winter s night school library journal the humor plus some
unusual character types sets this apart from the general run of holiday tales kirkus
reviews
Tunnels of Blood (The Saga of Darren Shan, Book 3) 2011-03-21 darren shan
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and evra von follow a trail of corpses and confront a foul creature of the night a
new enemy or mr crepsley
The Golden Yarn 2017 jacob reckless continues to travel the portal in his father s
abandoned study his name has continued to be famous on the other side of the
mirror as a finder of enchanted items and buried secrets his family and friends
from his brother will to the shape shifting vixen fox are on a collision course as the
two worlds become connected who is driving these two worlds together and why is
he always a step ahead this new force isn t limiting its influence to just jacob s
efforts it has broadened the horizon within mirrorworld jacob will and fox travel
east and into the russian folklore to the land of the baba yaga pursued by a new
type of being that knows our world all to well
The City of Ember Complete Series 2016-08-23 with more than 3 5 million copies
sold the city of ember books are modern day classics lina and doon s heart
pounding journey to save their people has captivated readers around the world and
the four adventures are bound together here for the very first time escape the dark
discover the adventure the city of ember was built as a last refuge for the human
race but now with terrifying blackouts sweeping through the streets lina and doon
know it s only a matter of time before the lights go out and never come back on
again when lina finds part of an ancient message she and doon explore long
forgotten parts of their dying city as they race to solve the mystery if they succeed
they will have to convince everyone to follow them into danger and an exciting new
world but if they fail the lights will burn out and the darkness will close in forever
the series begins with the groundbreaking dystopian novel the city of ember the
story of a girl a boy and their beleaguered city through the sequel the people of
sparks the satisfying conclusion the diamond of darkhold and the prequel the
prophet of yonwood author jeanne duprau offers a vision of hope that while
sometimes flickering against the darkness ultimately shines through like the bright
dawning of a new world
Reckless I: The Petrified Flesh 2016-09-29 enter the magical world behind the
mirrors jacob has uncovered the doorway to another world hidden behind a mirror
it is a place of dark magic and enchanted objects scheming dwarves and fearsome
ogres fairies born from water and men born from stone here he hunts for treasure
and seeks adventure in the company of fox a beautiful shapeshifting girl who
guides and guards him but now jacob s younger brother has followed him into the
mirrored world and all that was freedom has turned to fear because a deadly curse
has been spoken and jacob must risk his life to reverse it before his brother is
turned to stone forever revised and updated by cornelia funke the petrified flesh is
the first book in the thrilling reckless series cornelia funke is the highly acclaimed
award winning and bestselling author of the inkheart trilogy dragon rider the thief
lord and numerous other children s novels and picture books born in 1958 in the
german town of dorsten she worked as a social worker for a few years before
turning first to illustration and then to writing her books have now sold more than
20 million copies worldwide and have been translated into 37 languages
The Unlikely Escape of Uriah Heep 2019-07-23 the ultimate book lovers fantasy
this sparkling debut is a delight of magic and literature love and adventure kat
howard featuring a young scholar with the power to bring literary characters into
the world for his entire life charley sutherland has concealed a magical ability he
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can t quite control he can bring characters from books into the real world but
when literary characters start causing trouble throughout the city and threatening
to destroy the world he learns he s not the only one with his ability now it s up to
charley and his reluctant older brother rob to stop them hopefully before they
reach the end praise for the unlikely escape of uriah heep a star studded literary
tour and a tangled mystery and a reflection on reading itself it s a pure delight alix
e harrow hugo award winning author this beautifully written novel is an
exploration of the power fiction wields the power to inform and to change even to
endanger our everyday world louisa morgan author of a secret history of witches
equal parts sibling rivalry crackling mystery and dickensian battle royale it ll be
one of your most fun reads this year mike chen author of here and now and then
for more from h g parry check out the shadow histories a declaration of the rights
of magicians a radical act of free magic
Lifeshocks 2018-06-14 there are moments in time when our internal perceptions
are confronted by external events when what is assumed wished or imagined
collides with what is sophie sabbage author of the cancer whisperer has written
this book to show that we can choose how we respond to these lifeshocks she
shows lifeshocks knock on the doors of our pretences and invite us to walk
authentically through the world and that if we recognize this we can respond to
them creatively beginning with examples of lifeshocks from her own life and from
the lives of people she has mentored sophie show shows how bad things shape our
lives starting from an early age and how we tend to react to them in a way that
diminish our lives but she also shows how we can react to them in a way that helps
us find our true purpose in life explaining the different types of lifeshocks the gifts
those different types bring with them and how to access those gifts quickly
lifeshocks is a book that can completely transform your life so that your become
full of gratitude for it
The Library of the Unwritten 2020-02-11 join the library and raise hell in the first
book of a stunning new fantasy series where books unfinished by their authors
reside within the unwritten wing of the devil s own library and restless characters
will emerge from out of their pages many years ago claire was named head
librarian of the unwritten wing her job consists mainly of repairing and organizing
books but also of keeping an eye on restless stories that risk materializing as
characters and escaping the library when a hero escapes from his book and goes in
search of his author claire must track and capture him with the help of former
muse and current assistant brevity and nervous demon courier leto but what
should have been a simple retrieval goes horrifyingly wrong when the terrifyingly
angelic ramiel attacks them convinced that they hold the devil s bible the text of
the devil s bible is a powerful weapon in the power struggle between heaven and
hell so it falls to the librarians to find a book with the power to reshape the
boundaries between heaven hell and earth
Sons of Destiny 2014-05-21 as darren faces the final showdown with his
archenemy steve leopard he seeks a way to trick destiny and avoid the
requirement that one of them die and the other become lord of the shadows fated
to destroy the world
Trials of Death 2014-05-21 darren begins the trials of initiation to prove himself
worthy of being a half vampire even as the clan s blood foes the vampaneze gather
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near vampire mountain
Trickery 2017-08-10 perfect for fans of roald dahl think you know dahl think again
there s still a whole world of dahl to discover in a newly collected book of his
deliciously dark tales for adults how underhand could you be to get what you want
in these ten tales of dark and twisted trickery roald dahl reveals that we are at our
smartest and most cunning when we set out to deceive others and sometimes even
ourselves here among others you ll read of the married couple and the parting gift
which rocks their marriage the light fingered hitch hiker and the grateful motorist
and discover why the serious poacher keeps a few sleeping pills in his arsenal
featuring extraordinary cover art by charming baker whose paintings echo the
dark and twisted world of dahl s short stories roald dahl reveals even more about
the darker side of human nature in seven other centenary editions lust madness
cruelty deception war innocence and fear
Endling #3: The Only 2021-03-02 the thrilling conclusion to the epic middle grade
fantasy trilogy from katherine applegate the new york times bestselling and
newbery award winning author of the one and only ivan now a major motion
picture the one and only bob wishtree and crenshaw in the beginning byx s original
quest was to discover if there were more of her kind or if she was destined to
become an endling the last dairne alive she did indeed find more dairnes and along
the way she also created allies among other creatures in her world including
humans felivets raptidons and wobbyks but byx and her new friends soon learned
that it wasn t just dairnes in jeopardy of extinction but that everyone was at risk
with the world in unprecedented danger byx must rally creatures of all kinds to
lead a revolution katherine applegate s endling series has so far earned a
collective five starred reviews and each of the prior books has debuted on the new
york times bestseller list she once again delivers an action packed middle grade
fantasy with a unique setting enthralling characters and gripping adventure that is
perfect for fans of rick riordan brian jacques and tui t sutherland
Lord of the Shadows 2004 one boy s terrifying journey from human to half
vampire to vampire prince where he will rule the night and destroy the world
The Extinction Trials 2017-12-28 the first book in the heart stopping the extinction
trialstrilogy for fans of the hunger games and jurassic park betrayal sacrifice
survival welcome to the extinction trials in stormchaser and lincoln s ruined world
the only way to survive is to risk everything to face a contest more dangerous than
anyone can imagine and they will do anything to win but in a land full of monsters
human and reptilian they can t afford to trust anyone perhaps not even each other
shortlisted for the 2019 scottish teenage book prize
Isles of Storm and Sorrow: Viper 2019-04 marianne has been training to be the
viper for her entire life to serve and protect the king and the citizens of the twelve
isles but to become the viper and protect the islands she loves she must find the
strength to defeat her father power politics and pirates collide in this epic fantasy
trilogy for fans of pirates of the caribbean he will make me a killer or he will have
me killed that is my destiny seventeen year old marianne is fated to one day
become the viper defender of the twelve isles but the reigning viper stands in her
way corrupt and merciless he prowls the seas in his warship killing with impunity
leaving only pain and suffering in his wake he s the most dangerous man on the
ocean and he is marianne s father she was born to protect the islands but can she
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fight for them if it means losing her family her home the boy she loves and perhaps
even her life a brave heroine an impossible dilemma an epic new fantasy trilogy set
on the high seas
Killers of the Dawn 2003 follows allies of the night
Hunters of the Dusk 2005-05 in the seventh entry of this new york times
bestselling series darren shan part of an elite force searches the world of the
vampaneze lord but the road ahead is long and dangerous
My Story Treasury 2020-10 a stunning treasury of tales by julia donaldson and
axel scheffler contains stories and illustrated activities from stick man scarecrow s
wedding zog and the flying doctors and superworm
Reckless II: Living Shadows 2016-09-29 jacob has saved his brother from the
mirrorworld but now he will pay a terrible price a fairy s curse is burning in his
heart and to break the spell he must embark upon a perilous journey with his
trusty friend fox by his side to seek out the only treasure that could save him jacob
s search for the golden crossbow will lead him across hundreds of miles by land
and sea to an invisible enchanted palace within the dead city it will bring him face
to face with vicious beasts bloodthirsty giants and a deadly stonefaced rival it will
test his courage like never before cornelia funke is the highly acclaimed award
winning and bestselling author of the inkheart trilogy dragon rider the thief lord
and numerous other children s novels and picture books born in 1958 in the
german town of dorsten she worked as a social worker for a few years before
turning first to illustration and then to writing her books have now sold more than
20 million copies worldwide and have been translated into 37 languages
The Map of the Sky 2012-09-04 the fate of the earth hangs in the balance as h g
wells the war of the worlds is transformed from the work of one writer s
imagination into a terrifying reality for all mankind 1898 new york socialite emma
harlow agrees to marry well to do montgomery gilmore but only if he first accepts
her audacious challenge to reproduce the martian invasion featured in h g wells s
popular novel the war of the worlds meanwhile in london wells himself is
unexpectedly made privy to certain objects apparently of extraterrestrial origin
that were discovered decades earlier on an ill fated expedition to the antarctic on
that same expedition was an american crew member named edgar allan poe whose
inexplicable experiences in the frozen wasteland would ultimately inspire him to
create one of his most enduring works of literature when eerie alien looking
cylinders begin appearing in london wells is certain it is all part of some elaborate
hoax but soon to his great horror he realizes that a true invasion of earth has
indeed begun as brave bands of citizens converge on a crumbling london to defend
it against utter ruin emma and her suitor must confront the enigma that is their
love a bright spark of hope even against the darkening light of apocalypse palma
dazzled readers with his instant new york times bestseller the map of time in the
map of the sky he embarks on an even more thrilling speculative journey one that
links the earth and the heavens the familiar and the bizarre the impossible and the
inevitable
Libriomancer 2013-08-22 isaac vainio is a libriomancer a member of a secret
society founded five centuries ago by johannes gutenberg as such he is gifted with
the magical ability to reach into books and draw forth objects but when gutenberg
vanishes without a trace isaac finds himself pitted against everything from
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vampires to a sinister nameless foe who is bent on revealing magic to the world at
large and at any cost
The Beast and the Bethany (BEAST AND THE BETHANY) 2020-10-01 reads like a
modern classic sharp funny original i thought this was brilliant sam copeland
author of the bestselling charlie changes into a chicken what a feast a funny and
bone cracking good read michelle harrison bestselling author of a pinch of magic
The Complete Ink Trilogy 2020-04-25 meggie loves books so does her father mo a
bookbinder although he s never read aloud to her since her mother mysteriously
disappeared they live quietly until the night a stranger arrives with a warning the
next day mo starts packing but won t tell meggie why they must go into hiding but
from what from whom soon mo s secret is revealed he has the amazing ability to
breathe life into stories to make characters come alive years ago he accidentally
released a merciless villain from a book called inkheart and now this hateful
criminal is after mo and his extraordinary gift meggie is hurled into the adventure
of a lifetime where the imaginary has become real it s up to her to find a way to
alter the course of the story that holds them all in its power although a year has
passed not a day goes by without meggie thinking of the extraordinary events of
inkheart and the story whose characters strode out of the pages and changed her
life for ever but for dustfinger the fire eater torn from his world of words the need
to return has become desperate when he finds a crooked storyteller with the
magical ability to read him back he sets in motion a dangerous reversal that sees
the characters of inkheart transported to a charmed inkworld about to be fought
over by rival rebels and princes life in the inkworld has been far from easy since
the extraordinary events of inkspell when the story of inkheart magically drew
meggie mo and dustfinger back into its pages with dustfinger dead and the evil
adderhead now in control the story in which they are all caught has taken an
unhappy turn even elinor left alone in the real world believes her family to be lost
lost between the covers of a book but as winter comes on there is reason to hope if
only meggie and mo can rewrite the wrongs of the past and make a dangerous pact
with death
The Vampire Prince 2002 darren shan the vampire s assistant must clear his
name and avenge the death of gavner purl can a half vampire outwit a vampire
prince betrayed by kurda and reeling from the brutal slaying of gavner the vampire
s assistant darren shan finds himself branded a traitor and hunted by the vampire
clan will darren s failure to complete the trials mean banishment for mr crepsley
and execution for himself or can darren return to the home of the damned and
exact revenge but darren comes to realise that there is more than revenge at stake
the vampire clan must combat the rise of the vampaneze lord or see his ascension
mark the end of thousands of years of vampire rule
The Book No One Ever Read 2017-05-14 morry is a book in a library waiting to tell
his story
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